Hand, foot, and mouth disease: Identifying and managing an acute viral syndrome

ABSTRACT

Hand, foot, and mouth disease (HFMD) is a common, typically self-limited viral syndrome in children and adults. It is marked by fever, oral ulcers, and skin manifestations affecting the palms, soles, and buttocks, with symptoms usually lasting less than 1 week. Because it has the potential to reach epidemic levels in the United States, general practitioners need to be aware of it.

KEY POINTS

In Asian and Pacific nations, HFMD has been a significant public health concern since 1997, with recurrent epidemics and, in some cases, severe complications, including central nervous system disease, pulmonary edema, and death.

Coxsackievirus A16 and enterovirus 71 are the most common agents of HFMD. In addition, coxsackievirus A6 seems to be emerging.

Neurologic and cardiopulmonary involvement are more often associated with enterovirus 71 infection.

In March 2012, 63 cases of severe HFMD were reported in Alabama, California, Connecticut, and Nevada. Fifteen of the patients were adults, and more than half had positive sick contacts. Of the 34 patients who underwent serologic testing, 25 were positive for coxsackievirus A6, an unusual pathogen for HFMD in the United States, associated with more severe skin findings.

Treatment focuses on supportive care and prevention.
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The disease was first described more than 40 years ago, with several large outbreaks in the last 16 years.

**1998**—An outbreak in Taiwan affected more than 1.5 million people, mostly children. Severe cases numbered just over 400, and 78 children died.4

**2008**—China,5 Singapore,6 Vietnam,7 Mongolia,8 and Brunei9 were stricken with an outbreak that affected 30,000 people and led to more than 50 deaths.

**2009**—An outbreak in the Henan and Shandong provinces of eastern China killed 35 people.10

**2010**—In several southern Chinese regions, more than 70,000 people were infected, with almost 600 deaths.11

**2011 to the present.** The United States has had several outbreaks in the last 3 years. Although HFMD is not one of the diseases that must be reported to public health authorities in the United States, from November 2011 to February 2012 the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) received reports of 63 possible cases: 38 in Alabama, 17 in Nevada, 7 in California, and 1 in Connecticut.1 Fifteen of the patients were adults, and more than half had contacts who were sick.

The most recent US outbreak, in Alabama,12 was atypical because it occurred in the winter.

**CAUSED BY ENTEROVIRUSES**

HFMD is caused by infection with a variety of viruses in the genus *Enterovirus*, a large group that in turn is part of the larger Picorna-
The taxonomy of this genus is complicated and subject to revision; species include coxsackieviruses, polioviruses, enteroviruses, and echoviruses. They are all small, nonenveloped, single-stranded RNA viruses. The most common strains that cause HFMD are coxsackievirus A16 and enterovirus 71. In addition, coxsackievirus A6 may be emerging, and many other coxsackievirus strains have been directly implicated, including A5, A7, A9, A10, B2, and B5.

Coxsackievirus A16 is the leading cause of HFMD. Enterovirus 71 is the second most common cause of HFMD and has also caused outbreaks. It usually results in benign disease. However, among the causes of HFMD, it is associated with more prominent central nervous system involvement and is the most common cause of viral meningoencephalitis in children.

Coxsackievirus A6. In December 2011, the California Department of Public Health isolated a strain of coxsackievirus A6 that caused extensive rash and nail shedding. Among the 63 possible cases of HFMD reported to the CDC from November 2011 to February 2012, specimens for clinical testing were obtained in 34, and 25 of those demonstrated coxsackievirus A6 infection.

#### FEVER, ORAL ULCERS, RASH ON HANDS AND FEET

The typical clinical manifestations of HFMD are fever, stomatitis with oral ulcers, and an exanthem affecting the palms, soles, and other parts of the body. These last less than 7 to 10 days, usually occur during the spring to fall months, and have a benign course.

The incubation period is 3 to 5 days, with a prodrome that may include fever, malaise, abdominal pain, and myalgia before the onset of oral and cutaneous findings. Painful oral ulcers may precede the exanthem and can result in dehydration.

---

**TABLE 1**

| Oral ulcers: Differential diagnosis of hand, foot, and mouth disease |
|---|---|---|---|
| **Hand, foot, and mouth disease** | **Herpangina** | **Aphthous ulcers (“canker sores”)** | **Herpetic gingivostomatitis** |
| **Cause** | Coxsackievirus A16 Enterovirus 71 Others | Coxsackievirus A | Unclear Consider systemic disease (Behçet, human immunodeficiency virus infection) | Herpes simplex virus 1 |
| **Age group** | Children younger than age 10 and adult contacts | Children ages 3 to 10 | More common in children and adolescents | Infants and young children |
| **Typical features** | Vesicles that become ulcers Involvement of the tongue, palate, and buccal mucosa | Ulcers that affect the pharynx, tonsils, and soft palate. Little tendency to bleed | Painful, shallow ulcers surrounded by erythema Tendency to remain isolated Not present in keratinized surfaces Recurrent aphthous stomatitis is the most common cause of oral ulcers | Tendency to coalesce Perioral vesicular lesions common Gingivae bleed easily Prodromal symptoms include fever |
| **Seasonal incidence** | Spring and early summer | Summer and early fall | No | No |
The cutaneous manifestation of HFMD is typically a papulovesicular rash affecting the palms, soles, and buttocks. Other sites may include the knees, elbows, and the dorsal surfaces of the hands and feet. The lesions may be maculopapular and can be either asymptomatic or tender and painful. Desquamation can follow the exanthem, and lesions usually resolve without scarring or secondary infection.16,17

TABLE 1 and TABLE 2 compare HFMD with other common illnesses that can cause similar skin and mucosal findings. In particular, herpangina has the identical clinical presentation as HFMD except that it does not cause skin lesions. It is caused by many of the same enteroviruses linked to HFMD.

Different viruses, different signs? The numerous viruses that cause HFMD usually cause similar signs and symptoms during bouts of typical, self-limited disease. However, neurologic and cardiopulmonary involvement, which are fortunately rare, are more often associated with enterovirus 71 infection.

Nail manifestations are common in HFMD. Nail separation from the nail matrix (onychomadesis) was associated with coxsackievirus A6 infection during a 2010 outbreak of HFMD in Taiwan and in a 2009 outbreak in Finland.18 Moreover, this virus was cultured from a nail specimen in one patient, suggesting viral infiltration as the cause of nail-matrix arrest.19

Perioral skin eruptions, desquamation, and Beau lines have also been associated with coxsackievirus A6.18 Beau lines are transverse depressions of the nail, most evident in the central nail plate; when seen on multiple nails, they imply a systemic illness causing disruption of nail matrix growth.20

Atypical HFMD and coxsackievirus A6 Atypical HFMD has recently been described in connection with coxsackievirus A6. Lott et al21 reported five cases of coxsackievirus A6-associated HFMD in 2013. Atypically, three of the affected patients presented in winter months, two were adults, and two had widespread skin involvement.21

Mathes et al22 reported a series of 80 cases of enteroviral infections in which the lesions had a predilection for the antecubital and popliteal fossae and were similar in severity and distribution to those seen in eczema herpeticum or Kaposi varicelliform eruption in patients with and patients without a history of atopic dermatitis. They named this find-
ing “eczema coxsackium,” as it is similar to that seen in eczema herpeticum, denoting the clinical finding of pronounced coxsackievirus-associated skin disease at sites previously affected by atopic dermatitis.

Additional cutaneous findings of coxsackievirus A6 infection may include onychomadesis, Beau lines, and vesiculobullous lesions. Patients with atypical, coxsackievirus A6-associated HFMD may not have oral lesions.\textsuperscript{23}

In the five cases reported by Lott et al.\textsuperscript{21} significant systemic symptoms (fever, chills, diarrhea, and myalgias) led all but one of the patients to seek care in an emergency department. However, atypical HFMD has not been associated with life-threatening illness.

Atypical HFMD associated with coxsackievirus A6 is an emerging entity in the United States, and the acuity of both cutaneous and systemic symptoms poses a diagnostic dilemma. Furthermore, infection has been documented in immunocompetent adults.\textsuperscript{23} Familiarity with the clinical findings may expedite appropriate care, prevent spread to contacts, and avoid unnecessary testing.

**Neurologic and cardiopulmonary manifestations**

Enteroviruses are the most common causes of viral meningoencephalitis in the United States. They mainly affect children and cause serious and potentially chronic disease in those with humoral immunodeficiencies.\textsuperscript{24} Neurologic and cardiopulmonary manifestations of HFMD are varied and extremely rare in the United States but should always be viewed clinically as signs of concern and severe disease.

Signs of potentially fatal disease that have been observed in young children include tachycardia, tachypnea, hypotension, hypertension, gastrointestinal bleeding, neurologic symptoms, leukocytosis, absence of oral lesions, and vomiting.\textsuperscript{2} Signs of dysautonomia, myoclonus, ataxia, and brainstem involvement may portend fatal disease in which rapid decompensation is the result of cardogenic shock due to loss of ventricular contractility, causing pulmonary edema and end-organ dysfunction.\textsuperscript{16}

Neurologic manifestations associated with enterovirus 71 infection include aseptic meningitis, a poliomyelitis-like syndrome, brainstem encephalitis, neurogenic pulmonary edema, opsoclonus-myoclonus syndrome, cerebellar ataxia, Guillain-Barré syndrome, and transverse myelitis.

Because some patients who have neurologic disease respond to treatment with high-dose methylprednisolone and intravenous immune globulin, there is reason to suspect that an autoimmune phenomenon triggered by the culprit enterovirus may be the cause of many of the neurologic symptoms.\textsuperscript{25}

A 2012 meta-analysis\textsuperscript{26} found that an elevated white blood cell count and hyperglycemia could be clinically useful in distinguishing benign from severe HFMD. In patients with benign HFMD, white blood cell counts and blood glucose values were no different from those in healthy controls.\textsuperscript{26}

**Diagnosis is usually clinical**

Most enteroviral infections are asymptomatic, but HFMD is a possibility if a patient has mild illness, fever, and a maculopapular or vesicular rash on the palms of the hands and soles of the feet, sometimes associated with oral ulcers (herpangina). Skin lesions can also be found on the legs, face, buttocks, and trunk.

In the United States, HFMD most commonly occurs in children under age 4 and is usually caused by coxsackievirus A16. Adults can also be affected, especially if they were in contact with children in child care, which was the case in approximately half of nonpediatric patients who tested positive for HFMD during an outbreak in several states between November 2011 and February 2012.\textsuperscript{3}

The clinical characteristics of HFMD caused by enterovirus 71 may be somewhat different, with smaller vesicles, diffuse erythema of the trunk and limbs, and higher fever (temperature ≥ 39°C [102.2°F] for more than 3 days).\textsuperscript{27} However, the rash of coxsackievirus A16 HFMD may be more extensive and severe.

Other clinical manifestations of HFMD include nail dystrophies such as Beau lines and nail shedding, hyperglycemia, dehydration, and more serious and potentially life-threatening complications such as pulmonary edema\textsuperscript{28} and viral meningoencephalitis.\textsuperscript{29}
Laboratory testing
In mild cases of HFMD, particularly in patients with a high probability of having the disease based on their clinical characteristics and sick contacts, laboratory testing is not necessary. Testing is usually reserved for severe cases and public health investigation of outbreaks.

Viral culture is the gold standard for diagnosing HFMD, but the final results can take nearly a week.

Polymerase chain reaction testing is faster, with a turnaround time of less than 1 day. It identifies viral RNA and is highly sensitive for detecting central nervous system infection.

Where should samples be collected? Serum viremia precedes invasion of the skin and mucous membranes, so plasma can be tested. Inside the body, enteroviruses initially replicate in the gastrointestinal tract, although collecting a rectal swab or a stool sample is somewhat invasive. Further, in an enterovirus 71 epidemic in Taiwan, 93% of the patients had positive throat swabs, but only 30% tested positive by rectal swabs or analysis of the feces. At present, throat and vesicle specimens are considered to be the most useful sources for diagnostic purposes.

ELISAs. Newly developed IgM-capture enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) for coxsackievirus A16 and enterovirus 71 appear quite promising for diagnosing HFMD. These tests are inexpensive and detect IgM antibodies early and in a high percentage of patients. In the first week of the disease, the IgM detection rate was found to be 90.2% for enterovirus 71 and 68% for coxsackievirus A16.

Cross-reactivity between these two viruses was a problem with ELISA testing in the past, causing false-positive results for enterovirus 71 in patients who in fact had coxsackievirus A16. The problem appears to be resolved in new versions that use specific enterovirus 71 proteins, eg, VP1.

**RECOGNITION AND PREVENTION ARE THE BEST MEDICINE**
Recognizing HFMD early is crucial, because making the clinical diagnosis can identify patients who have signs of severe disease and can help protect future contacts and decrease the risk of an epidemic.

Infected patients continue to shed the virus for a long time, making hand hygiene and environmental control measures in health care settings and daycare centers of vital importance, to prevent spread of the infection.

Entervoiruses are stable in the environment and therefore capable of fecal-oral and oral-oral transmission. Humans are the only known natural hosts. No chemoprophylaxis or vaccination has been established to prevent HFMD. The recurrence of large-scale epidemics in the developing world is perhaps explained by ineffective sewage treatment and limited access to clean drinking water, especially in light of the fecal-oral spread of the virus. Intrafamilial spread of HFMD has been shown to be an important means of disease transmission, and asymptomatic adult carriers of these viruses may spread it to young children.

The different viruses that cause HFMD result in a similar clinical presentation in most patients. Therefore, identifying HFMD caused by enterovirus 71, which carries a risk of severe and even fatal disease in young children vs a virus such as coxsackievirus A16, can be very difficult in practice without virologic testing. Thus, when diagnosed with HFMD, patients should be counseled to control all variables that could lead to further spread of the disease.

An analysis of epidemics in Asia suggested that public health awareness may have averted deaths in successive epidemics, highlighting the need to identify HFMD epidemics in communities and to educate patients and families about measures to prevent further spread of the virus in addition to standard supportive care.

The CDC recommends:
- Frequent hand-washing after toileting and changing diapers
- Disinfecting frequently used surfaces and objects, including toys
- Avoiding close contact with infected individuals and sharing of personal items such as utensils and cups

These measures should be recommended to all affected patients.

**NO PROVEN ANTIVIRAL TREATMENT**
No proven antiviral treatment exists for HFMD. Thus, the goals of treatment are typically supportive, as for any self-limited viral syndrome.
Does acyclovir help? Shelley et al treated 13 patients (12 children and 1 adult) with acyclovir within 1 to 2 days of the onset of the HFMD rash and reported that it was beneficial, with significant relief of fever and skin lesions within 24 hours of starting therapy. These anecdotal results have not been replicated, and acyclovir is not an established treatment for HFMD.

If acyclovir does help, how does it work? Acyclovir, like other common antiviral medications, inactivates thymidine kinase, an enzyme produced by herpesviruses but not by HFMD-causing viruses like coxsackievirus A16. Shelley et al proposed that acyclovir may enhance the antiviral effect of the patient’s own interferon.

Intravenous immunoglobulin has been used in severe cases during outbreaks in Asia, with retrospective data showing a potential ability to halt disease progression if used before the development of cardiopulmonary failure. However, this has not been studied prospectively and is not currently recommended.
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